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BCyber signs agreement with the Ultimate Access Education Institute to deliver a groundbreaking new
cybersecurity program to accountants and finance professionals

Sydney, Australia – 3 May 2021 - BCyber Pty Ltd (“BCyber”) a privately owned Australian based innovative
cyber risk mitigation company, today announced a groundbreaking strategic partnership with Dubai based
Ultimate Access Education Institute. The partnership will produce and deliver cybersecurity training solutions
targeted specifically at accountants and finance professionals in the EMEA and Asian regions.
The growth of remote workforces has seen the need for cybersecurity knowledge and understanding amongst
this group of professionals grow exponentially. With the accountant and finance professionals playing a pivotal
role in a businesses success, they now need to expand their knowledge base and become conversant in
cybersecurity ensuring they remain ahead of the cybersecurity security challenges facing business.
This highly curated cybersecurity program provides insights for accountants and finance professionals enabling
them to become additional human detection points in the event of cyber threats and enabling their proactive
contribution to their businesses cybersecurity risk management capabilities. “By taking our online training
courses through the Ultimate Access Education Institute participants will learn strategies and methods to help
them safeguard their business and succeed in today's job environment. It’s time to realise that cybersecurity is
a business threat and not just a technology problem, this program aims to arm finance and accounting
professionals with the capabilities to meet that threat” said Graham Chee, Managing Director of BCyber.
The course’s practical focus will arm accountants and finance professionals with understanding of:
● The current cyber threat ecosystem
● Cybersecurity governance frameworks
● Cybersecurity Tools and Techniques - including Robotic Process Automation (RPA) etc
● Cyber risk reporting
● Cyber policies
● Cyber insurance - the “do’s and don’t’”

-ENDSThis announcement was approved for release by Graham Chee, Co-founder/Managing Director of BCyber Pty
Ltd and Anju De Alwis Managing Director of Ultimate Access education

About BCyber
BCyber Pty Ltd (“BCyber”) is an Australian based cyber risk prevention company that works with groups to
review and harden their cyber risk programs and grow their businesses.
BCyber use their own proprietary services and distribute a select number of innovative third-party solutions to
strengthen cybersecurity postures. Supported by GRACE, BCyber’s dynamic Governance, Risk management,
Assurance, Compliance and Education portal – BCyber empowers businesses to take an effective, proactive,
and agile approach towards cybersecurity. BCyber brings GRACE to your cybersecurity posture.
For more information on BCyber please visit our website: www.bcyber.com.au
Graham Chee BComm, MBA, FCPA, GAICD, CTA, CDPSE, GRCP, GRCA

Graham is the co-founder and Managing Director of the Australian based cyber risk prevention company
BCyber. An experienced founder and strong entrepreneurial professional, Graham has over 30yrs experience
in accounting, intellectual property, financial services, investment and technology industries. Focused on
integrating commercial strategy and day to day operations with cybersecurity.

About Ultimate Access Education
Ultimate Access is a company based in Dubai, UAE and provides educational, consulting services throughout
the Middle East, Africa, Asia and UK servicing mainly the accounting / financial corporate and business
technology sectors.
Ultimate Access provides both individual and corporate training, an innovative educator making our teaching
agile by enabling the latest online platforms to connect and interact with students from different parts of the
world.
Courses are organised by qualified trainers, predominantly live online with blended delivery of live online and
workshops or seminars when required.
Ultimate Access - is an approved tuition partner of two esteem accounting bodies
● Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA)
● CPA Australia
For more information on please visit our website: www.ultimateaccesseducation.com
Anju De Alwis FCMA (UK), CGMA, CIM (UK), MBA (UK),CPA (Australia)
Anju is the Managing Director of Ultimate Access and holds the following positions with both CIMA and CPA Australia.
●

CIMA UK - Global Council Member

●

Member of CIMA MESANA regional advisory panel

●

Member of Thought Leadership & Business Ethics Committee CIMA UK

●

CPA Australia - Member of Ethics and Professional Standards Centre of Excellence

